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Abstract. It is know in topos theory that axiom of choice implies that
the topos is Boolean. In this paper we want to prove and generalize this
result in the context of allegories. In particular, we will show that partial
identities do have complements in distributive allegories with relational
sums and total splittings assuming the axiom of choice. Furthermore, we
will discuss possible modifications of the assumptions used in the that
theorem.

1 Introduction

The calculus of relations, and its categorical versions in particular, are often used
to model programming languages, classical and non-classical logics and different
methods of data mining (see for example [1, 2, 8, 9]). In many applications the
notion of a complement is essential to specify and/or solve a given problem.
Even though a lot of properties can be formalized using pseudocomplements or
residuals a classical negation is sometimes needed.

On the other hand, for certain applications the axiom of choice plays an
important role. For example, certain properties of cardinal arithmetics depend
on that axiom [10].

It is well-known in topos theory [4, 7] that the axiom of choice implies that
the underlying logic is classical, i.e. that the topos is Boolean. The current paper
was motivated by this theorem. We will generalize this result to certain classes
of relations in distributive allegories. In particular, we will show that partial
identities, i.e. subobjects, do have complements in distributive allegories with
relational sums and total splittings assuming a relational version of the axiom
of choice. Those allegory have a much weaker structure than the relational cat-
egories induced by the class of topoi. The category of relations induced by a
topos is a unitary tabular power allegory, i.e. has in addition a unit, residuals,
power objects and is tabular. It is well-known that a tabular allegory is also
representable [3].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic notion
needed throughout the paper. The main Section 3 focuses on the relational (and
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generalized) version of the topos theoretic result mentioned above. Finally, in
Section 4 we discuss possible modifications of the assumptions used in the main
theorem. In particular, we are interested whether it is possible to replace the
existence of total splittings and/or relational sums by stronger versions of the
axiom of choice.

2 Categories of Relations

Throughout this paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic
notions from category and lattice theory. For notions not defined here we refer
to [3, 5].

Given a category C we denote its collection of objects by ObjC and its col-
lection of morphisms by MorC . To indicate that a morphism f has source A and
target B we usually write f : A → B. The collection of all morphisms between
A and B is denoted by C[A,B]. We use ; for composition of morphisms, which
has to be read from left to right, i.e. f ; g means first f then g. The identity
morphism on the object A is written as IA.

Definition 1. An allegory R is a category satisfying the following:

1. For all objects A and B the class R[A,B] is a lower semi-lattice. Meet and the
induced ordering are denoted by u,v,respectively. The elements in R[A,B]
are called relations.

2. There is a monotone operation ` (called the converse operation) such that
for all relations Q,R : A → B and S : B → C the following holds

(Q; S)` = S`;Q` and (Q`)
`

= Q.

3. For all relations Q : A → B, R,S : B → C we have Q; (RuS) v Q; RuQ;S.
4. For all relations Q : A → B, R : B → C and S : A → C the following

modular law holds Q; R u S v Q; (R uQ`; S).

A relation R : A → B is called univalent (or a partial function) iff R`; R v IB
and total iff IA v R;R`. Functions are total and univalent relations. In the
remainder of the paper we will denote univalent relations usually by lowercase
letters. R is called injective iff R` is univalent and surjective iff R` is total.

In the following lemma we have summarized several basic properties of rela-
tions used in this paper. A proof can be found in [3, 8, 9].

Lemma 1. Let R be an allegory. Then we have:

1. Q; RuS v (QuS;R`); (RuQ`;S) for all relations Q : A → B,R : B → C
and S : A → C (Dedekind formula),

2. R = (IA uR;R`); R for all R : A → B,
3. If Q : A → B is univalent, then Q; (R u S) = Q; R u Q;S for all relations

R, S : B → C,
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4. If R : B → C is univalent, then Q; R u S = (Q u S;R`); R for all relations
Q : A → B and S : A → C.

Another important class of relations is given by partial identities, i.e. relations
i : A → A so that i v IA. Partial identities is one possible way of abstractly
describe subsets of a given object.

Lemma 2. Let R be an allegory, and i, j : A → A be partial identities. Then
we have:

1. i is symmetric and idempotent, i.e. i` = i and i; i = i,
2. i; j = i u j.

A proof may be found in [3, 9].
A subset M of a set N may also be described by the canonical injection

f : M → N . Furthermore, the set of equivalence classes of an equivalence relation
is fully determined by the function mapping each element to its equivalence class.
Combining both concept we aim at the notion of a splitting.

Definition 2. Let Q : A → A be a symmetric idempotent relation, i.e. Q` = Q
and Q; Q = Q. An object B together with a relation R : B → A is called a
splitting of Q (or R splits Q) iff R; R` = IB and R`; R = Q.

A splitting is unique up to isomorphism. If Q is a partial identity, the object
B of the splitting corresponds to the subset given by Q. Analogously, if Q is an
equivalence relation, i.e. IA v Q, Q; Q v Q and Q` = Q, B corresponds to the
set of equivalence classes. Throughout this paper we are mainly interested in
splitting equivalence relations. Therefore, we say an allegory has total splittings
if every equivalence relation Q, i.e. IA v Q and Q; Q v Q, splits.

The next lemma collects some properties of symmetric and idempotent rela-
tions needed in this paper.

Lemma 3. Let R be an allegory, X : B → B be a symmetric and idempotent
relation and R : A → B with R; X = X. Then we have:

1. If S v R, then S v S; X,
2. If Q v X, then R; Q` v R.

Proof. 1. follows immediately from

S = S uR

= S uR; X

v (S; X` uR); X

v S; X`; X
= S; X.

2. We get R; Q` v R; X` = R;X = R. ut
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The notion of a distributive allegory normally does not include the existence
of a greatest element for every collection of of relations [3, 6, 9]. For convenience
we will include this element in the current paper.

Definition 3. An allegory R is called distributive if each class of morphisms
R[A, B] is a distributive lattice with least element ⊥⊥AB and greatest element
>>AB. The union operation is denoted by t.

Two functions f : C → A and g : C → B with common source are said to
tabulate a relation R : A → B iff R = f`; g and f ; f` u g; g` = IC . If for all
relations of an allegory R there is tabulation, then R is called tabular. Notice
that a function f : A → B and its converse f` : B → A always have a tabulation.
The tabulation is given by (IA, f) and (f, IB), respectively. A tabulation of the
greatest element >>AB is called a relational product of A and B. In this case the
the object of the tabulation is usually denoted by A×B and the two functions
by π : A×B → A and ρ : A×B → B.

The dual concept of a relational product is a relational sum.

Definition 4. Let R be a distributive allegory and A and B be objects of R.
Then an object A+B together with two relations ι : A → A+B and κ : B → A+B
is called a relational sum if it satisfies the following:

ι; ι` = IA, κ; κ` = IB , ι; κ` = ⊥⊥AB , ι`; ι t κ`; κ = IA+B .

The next lemma is a particular interest if R and S are the injections ι and κ
of a relational sum.

Lemma 4. Let R be a distributive allegory, R : A → C and S : B → C with
R;S` = ⊥⊥AB. The we have for all Q1 : D → A,Q2 : D → B and T1 : A →
E, T2 : B → E:

1. Q1; R uQ2;S = ⊥⊥DC ,
2. (Q1; R tQ2; S); (R`; T1 t S`;T2) = Q1;T1 tQ2; T2.

Proof. 1. follows immediately from Q1;RuQ2; S v (Q1; R; S`uQ2); S = ⊥⊥CD.
2. was already shown several time, e.g. [8]. ut

Throughout this paper we are interested in the implication of the axiom of
choice in the context of allegories. One of the possible versions of this axiom is
as follows:

(AC) For all total relations R : A → B there is a function f : A → B with
f v R.

In the case that the subcategory of functions constitutes a topos the property
above is equivalent to the topos theoretic versions of this axiom (see Lemma
4.5.6 in [7]).
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3 Complements in Allegories

In this section we want to prove the main theorems about the existence of com-
plements of certain relations of a distributive allegory in the presence of the
axiom of choice. As usually we call X : A → B a complement of Y : A → B
with respect to a downward closed subclass of R[A,B] with greatest element
Z : A → B if X u Y = ⊥⊥AB and X t Y = Z. In particular, we will be interested
in the full class R[A,B] with its greatest element >>AB and in the class of partial
identities on an object A with its greatest element IA. Notice that complements
will be unique since all allegories considered are assumed to be distributive.

The following theorem, and its proof, was motivated by a similar property
in topos theory. But notice that the current theorem is more general since it
is stated for distributive allegories (not division allegories) and it does neither
require the existence of power objects nor that the allegory is tabular, i.e. rep-
resentable.

Theorem 1. Let R be a distributive allegory with total splittings and relational
sums. If R satisfies (AC), then every partial identity has a complement.

Before we prove the this theorem we want to illustrate the constructions in
the proof by an example. In this example we will work with concrete relations
between finite sets which we are going to represent by Boolean matrices. Let the
following partial identity

j =
(

100
010
000

)

on the set M = {a, b, c} be given, i.e. j = {(a, a), (b, b)}. We now construct an
equivalence relation Ξ on the relational sum of M by Ξ := ID+D t ι`; j; κ t
κ`; j; ι, its splitting R and choose and function f in R using the axiom of choice.
In our example we obtain

Ξ =




100100
010010
001000
100100
010010
000001


 , R =

(100100
010010
001000
000001

)
, f =

(100000
000010
001000
000001

)
.

Now, we define the four relations

x0 := κ;R`; f ; ι`, x1 := ι;R`; f ; κ`,

x2 := ι; R`; f ; ι`, x3 := κ; R`; f ; κ`.

In the example we obtain

x0 =
(

100
000
000

)
, x1 =

(
000
010
000

)
, x2 =

(
100
000
001

)
, x3 =

(
000
010
001

)
.

From those relations we get j = x0 t x1 and that its complement is given by
x2 u x3. We now formally prove the theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let j v ID be a partial identity, and define Ξ := ID+D t
ι`; j; κtκ`; j; ι. Then Ξ is an equivalence relation since Ξ is obviously reflexive
and symmetric and we have

Ξ;Ξ

= (ID+D t ι`; j; κ t κ`; j; ι); (ID+D t ι`; j; κ t κ`; j; ι)

= Ξ t ι`; j;κ; ι`; j;κ t ι`; j; κ; κ`; j; ι t κ`; j; ι; ι`; j;κ t ι`; j;κ; ι`; j; κ

= Ξ t ι`; j; j; ι t κ`; j; j; κ

v Ξ t ι`; ι t κ`; κ
= Ξ.

Furthermore, we obtain

ι; Ξ; ι` = ι; (ID+D t ι`; j;κ t κ`; j; ι); ι`(∗1)
= ι; ι` t ι; ι`; j; κ; ι` t ι;κ`; j; ι; ι`

= ID,

κ; Ξ; ι` = κ; (ID+D t ι`; j; κ t κ`; j; ι); ι`(∗2)
= κ; ι` t κ; ι`; j; κ; ι` t κ;κ`; j; ι; ι`

= j

and (∗3) κ; Ξ; κ = ID and (∗4) ι;Ξ; κ` = j, analogously. Now, let R : A →
D + D be a splitting of Ξ. Since R is total (AC) implies that there is a function
f : A → D + D with f v R. From f ; f` v R;R` = IA we conclude that f is
also injective. The situation so far is illustrated in the following diagram:

D
ι //

κ
//j 88
D
+
D

Ξ

KK
A

Roo
f

oo

Define xi : D → D for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 by

x0 := κ;R`; f ; ι`, x1 := ι;R`; f ; κ`,

x2 := ι; R`; f ; ι`, x3 := κ; R`; f ; κ`.

First, we want to show that x0 t x1 = j. We obtain

x0 = κ;R`; f ; ι`

v κ;R`; R; ι`

= κ;Ξ; ι`

= j (∗2)
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and x1 v j, analogously. This implies x0 t x1 v j. Now, consider the following
computation

j; ι;R` = j; ι; R`;R; R` R splitting

= j; ι; Ξ; R` R splitting

= j; ι; Ξ; (ι`; ι t κ`; κ); R`

= j; (ι; Ξ; ι`; ι t ι; Ξ; κ`;κ); R`

= j; (ι t j; κ); R` (∗1,4)

= j; (ι t κ); R`.

Analogously, we get j; κ;R` = j; (ι t κ); R`, and, hence, j; ι; R` = j;κ; R`.
Finally, the other inclusion follows from

j u (x0 t x1)
= j; (x0 t x1); j Lemma 2(2)

= j; (x0;x
`
0 t x1; x

`
1 ); j Lemma 2(1)

= j; (κ; R`; f ; ι`; ι; f`; R;κ` t ι;R`; f ; κ`; κ; f`; R; ι`); j

= j;κ; R`; f ; ι`; ι; f`;R; κ`; j t j; ι; R`; f ; κ`; κ; f`;R; ι`; j

= j; ι;R`; f ; ι`; ι; f`; R; ι`; j t j; ι; R`; f ;κ`;κ; f`;R; ι`; j see above

= j; ι;R`; f ; (ι`; ι t κ`;κ); f`; R; ι`; j

= j; ι;R`; f ; f`; R; ι`; j

= j; ι;R`;R; ι`; j f injective

= j; ι;Ξ; ι`; j R splitting
= j. (∗1)

Now, define −j := x2 u x3. From

x2 = ι; R`; f ; ι`

v ι; R`; R; ι`

= ι; Ξ; ι`

= ID (∗1)

and a similar computation for x3 we conclude −j v ID. Furthermore, we obtain

x0 u −j v x0 u x3

= κ; R`; f ; ι` u κ; R`; f ;κ`

= κ; R`; f ; (ι` u κ`) f, κ univalent, R injective
= ⊥⊥DD Lemma 4(1)
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Even though a lot of properties can be formalized using pseudocomplements or
residuals a classical negation is sometimes needed.

On the other hand, for certain applications the axiom of choice plays an
important role. For example, certain properties of cardinal arithmetics depend
on that axiom [10].

It is well-known in topos theory [4, 7] that the axiom of choice implies that
the underlying logic is classical, i.e. that the topos is Boolean. The current paper
was motivated by this theorem. We will generalize this result to certain classes
of relations in distributive allegories. In particular, we will show that partial
identities, i.e. subobjects, do have complements in distributive allegories with
relational sums and total splittings assuming a relational version of the axiom
of choice. Those allegory have a much weaker structure than the relational cat-
egories induced by the class of topoi. The category of relations induced by a
topos is a unitary tabular power allegory, i.e. has in addition a unit, residuals,
power objects and is tabular. It is well-known that a tabular allegory is also
representable [3].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic notion
needed throughout the paper. The main Section 3 focuses on the relational (and
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and x1u−j = ⊥⊥DD, analogously. We conclude ju−j = ⊥⊥DD. It remains to show
that j t −j = ID. Therefore, consider the computation

j t x2 w x1 t x2

= x1; x
`
1 t x2; x

`
2 Lemma 2(1)

= ι;R`; f ; κ`;κ; f`; R; ι` t ι; R`; f ; ι`; ι; f`; R; ι`

= ι;R`; f ; (κ`; κ t ι`; ι); f`; R; ι`

= ι;R`; f ; f`;R; ι`

= ι;R`; R; ι` f injective

= ι;Ξ; ι` R splitting
= ID (∗1),

which immediately implies j t x2 = ID. Analogously, we obtain j t x3 = ID.
Consequently, we get

j t −j = (j t x2) u (j t x3) = ID t ID = ID.

This completes the proof. ut
In the presents of relational products every relation R : A → B corresponds

to a partial identity on the product A×B of the source and target of R. Notice
that it is equivalent for an allegory to be tabular or to have (all) splittings and
relational products. Even though we now require tabulations the following result
does neither need power objects nor a unit.

Theorem 2. Let R be a distributive allegory with total splittings, relational
sums and products. If R satisfies (AC), then every relation has a complement.

Proof. Let R : A → B be given. Then j := IA×B u π; R; ρ` : A × B → A × B
is a partial identity. By Theorem 1 this relation has a complement −j. Define
−R := π`;−j; ρ and compute

R u −R = R u π`;−j; ρ

v π`; (π; R; ρ` u −j); ρ

= π`; (IA×B u π; R; ρ` u −j); ρ −j partial identity

= π`; (j u −j); ρ

= π`;⊥⊥A×B A×B ; ρ −j complement of j

= ⊥⊥AB ,
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R t −R = R t π`;−j; ρ

w π`; π; R; ρ`; ρ t π`;−j; ρ π, ρ univalent

= π`; (π;R; ρ` t −j); ρ

w π`; ((IA×B u π; R; ρ`) t −j); ρ

= π`; (j t −j); ρ

= π`; ρ −j complement of j

= >>AB .

This completes the proof. ut

4 Alternative Versions of the Axiom of Choice

In this section we want to investigate whether the assumption of Theorem 1 can
be weakened. In particular, we are interested whether it is possible to replace
the existence of total splittings and/or relational sums by other properties.

Every allegory R can be fully embedded into an allegory REq that has total
splittings [3]. The allegory REq and the full embedding E : R → REq are given
by:

1. The objects of REq are the equivalence relations from R.
2. A relation in REq with source X : A → A and target Y : B → B is a relation

R : A → B from R with X; R;Y = R.
3. The full embedding E is defined by E(A) = IA and E(R) = R.

Unfortunately, if R satisfies (AC), then REq may not as the following example
shows.

Example 1. Let M = {a, b} be a set with two elements. Then M together with
the three relations ⊥⊥, I,>> is a distributive allegory R with one object M . This
allegory satisfies (AC) since >> is the only total relation that is not univalent but
includes the function I. On the other hand, >> does not split.

M

⊥⊥ ,I,>>

¦¦
I ⊥⊥ ,I,>>cc

>> ⊥⊥ ,>>
zz²²
⊥⊥ ,>>

OO

Fig. 1. The allegories R and REq

The allegory REq does not satisfy (AC). For example, the relation >> : >> → I
is total but does not include a function.

There is a simple reason for the fact that (AC) fails in REq. In R there is
a function, namely I, that is included in the equivalence relation >>. But this
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function maps the two elements a, b of the equivalence class induced by >> not to
the same element. A function with such a behavior is not in R. Consequently, >>
as a relation between one equivalence class (induced by >>) and two equivalence
classes (induced by I) does not contain a function in REq.

As shown by the previous example we need a stronger version of the axiom of
choice in order to guarantee that (AC) holds in REq. We call this axiom Axiom
of consistent choice (ACC). It is given by (AC) plus the following:

– For every equivalence relation X : A → A there is a function f : A → B
with f v X and X; f v f .

The only extra condition is given by X; f v f which requires that f maps
every element of the same equivalence class to a single element. The next lemma
provides some basic properties of the relation f in a slightly more general context.

Lemma 5. Let R be an allegory, X : A → A be a symmetric and idempotent
relation and f : A → B univalent with f v X, IAuX = IAuf ; f` and X; f v f .
Then we have

1. X; f = f ,
2. X = f ; f`.

Proof. 1. This follows immediately from

f = (IA u f ; f`); f = (IA uX); f v X; f.

2. Consider the following computation

X = X; (IA uX) Lemma 1(2)

= X; (IA u f ; f`)

v X; f ; f`

= f ; f`. by 1.

The converse inclusion follows immediately from f v X and the fact that X
is symmetric and idempotent. ut

We are now ready to proof the main property about (ACC).

Lemma 6. Let R be an allegory satisfying (ACC). Then REq satisfies (AC).

Proof. Let R : X → Y be a total relation in REq, i.e. X : A → A and Y : B → B
are equivalence relations from R with X; R; Y = R and we have IX v R; R`.
Since IX = X w IA the latter shows that R is also total in R. Therefore, (AC)
implies that there is a function h : A → B with h v R. Furthermore, (ACC)
implies that there is a function f : A → A with f v X and X; f v X. Define
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g := f ; h; Y . We want to show that g is the required function for R in REq. First,
we have

X; g;Y = X; f ;h; Y ; Y
= X; f ;h; Y Y idempotent
= f ;h; Y by (ACC)
= g

so that g is indeed a relation in REq with source X and target Y . Furthermore,
we have g = f ; h; Y v X; R;Y = R. That g is total follows from

IX = X identities in RSId

= f ; f` Lemma 5(2)

v f ; h;h`; f` h total

v f ; h;Y ;h`; f` Y reflexive

= f ; h;Y ;Y `; h`; f` Y symmetric and idempotent

= g; g`.

Finally, the following computation

g`; g = Y ; h`; f`; f ;h; Y Y symmetric
v Y ; Y f, h univalent
= Y Y idempotent

shows that g is univalent since Y is the identity on the object Y in REq. ut
Corollary 1. Let R be a distributive allegory with relational sums satisfying
(ACC). Then every partial identity has a complement. Furthermore, if R has
relational products, then every relation has a complement.

Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that REq has relational sums [3],
Lemma 6, Theorem 1 and 2 and that E : R → REq is a full embedding. ut

Now, we want to concentrate on the second assumption in Theorem 1 – the
existence of relational sums. Every distributive allegoryR can be fully embedded
into an allegory R+ that has relational sums [3]. The allegory R+ and the full
embedding E : R→ R+ are given by:

1. The objects of R+ are finite lists of objects from R.
2. A relation inR+ with source [A1, . . . , Am] and target [B1, . . . , Bn] is a m×n-

matrix R such that Ri,j is a relation from R with source Ai and target Bj .
3. The full embedding E is defined by E(A) = [A] and E(R) = (R), i.e. the

singleton matrix containing R.

Unfortunately, if R satisfies (AC), then R+ may not as the following example
shows.
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Example 2. Let M = {a, b, c} be a set with three elements. Consider the follow-
ing five partial identities on M :

⊥⊥ = ∅, x = {(a, a), (b, b)}, y = {(b, b), (c, c)}, z = {(b, b)}, I = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c)}

or written as Boolean matrices

(
000
000
000

)
,
(

100
010
000

)
,
(

000
010
001

)
,
(

000
010
000

)
,
(

100
010
001

)
.

⊥⊥ x y z I

The relations above are closed under all relational operation, and, hence, form
a distributive allegory R with one object M . Notice that since all relations are
partial identities we have V ` = V and U ; V = U u V for all U, V .

Now, let R : [M ] → [M, M ] be the relation in R+ defined by R = (xy). From

R; R` = (xy) ;
(x
y
)

= (x; x t y; y)
= (I) ,

R`; R =
(x
y
)
; (xy)

=
(x;x x; y
y; x y; y

)

=
(xz
z y

)

6v
(
I ⊥⊥
⊥⊥ I

)

we conclude that R is total but not univalent. The only two relations of R
included in x are ⊥⊥ and c. The same applies to y. Therefore, the greatest relation
S : [M ] → [M, M ] included in R is S = (z z). But

S; S` = (z z) ;
(z
z
)

= (z; z t z; z)
= (z)

shows that S is not total. Therefore, R+ does not satisfy (AC).

Unlike the previous example it seems not possible to strengthen (AC) slightly
in order to obtain the desired result. In the current example (AC) fails in R+

because the pair (b, b) is in both relations x and y but there is no relation
corresponding to x (or y) without that pair. In terms of the operations of an
allegory, we would need some version of a relative complement u of z in x (or y).
More precisely assume that T = (uy) with a partial identity u is the function
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included in R as required by (AC). Then

T ;T` = (uy) ;
(u
y
)

= (u; u t y; y)
= (u t y) ,

T`; T =
(u
y
)
; (uy)

=
(u; u u; y
y; u y; y

)

=
(

u u u y
u u y y

)

implies that u t y = I and u u y = ⊥⊥, i.e. u is the complement of y.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that the axiom of choice implies that partial iden-
tities in distributive allegories with relational sums and total splittings have
complements. Furthermore, we have shown that the assumption of the existence
of total splittings can be dropped by requiring a stronger version of the axiom
of choice, namely the axiom of consistent choice. Unfortunately, a similar re-
sult seems not to be possible for the existence of relational sums. Our example
has shown that sums are essential, i.e. that generating sums and preserving the
axiom of choice basically requires complements.
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